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      Dear MG-friends! 
 

I want to invite you to this MG-Meeting, which will be hold from 24th to 27th October 2013 in the 

Dolomites/South Tyrol, a country that is often gladly visited by the owner of veteran cars from all 

over Europe. A country that has a lot of scenic attractions, which we will discover and visit to-

gether. The meeting should be an unhurried excursion with our cars driving on the roads of the 

alps. The centre of the meeting will be the village “St. Michael in Eppan an der Weinstraße”.  

 I will be glad to welcome you. 

 

Christian Bianco 

 

Dr. Christian Bianco 
Postfach 02 

I – 39018 Terlan / Südtirol 
 

Email   =  christian@discohustle.info 
Handy  = +39 338 314 67 79 
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I want to introduce myself shortly: 

 
 My name is Christian Bianco, I live in SouthTyrol. I have studied economics at the univer-
sity of Innsbruck/A and informatics at the university of Olomouc/CZ. 
 
 

 I have always liked veteran cars. The reason why is probably because my mother bought 
a new FIAT 850 Spider 1st series when I was 7 years old. These car always was our favourite 
and in family property until today. 
 
 

 My first own car was a FIAT 128 Coupe, that was 9 years old when I bought it and that I 
have driven for 9 years. Already as a youngster I loved MGA cars and I promised myself to buy 
one, the day that it would be possible to do it.  
 
 There passed many years during those I have driven a lot of different cars. In 2005 I was 
driving a Volvo 850 GLT that arrived at his end of life. I have had to buy another car. This time 
the choice fell on a MG ZR Mk II as a new car. My first new car!! It was not a MAG, but it was a 
MG!      
  
 

 With the time I got to know several MG-Drivers. Weeks ago some German MG-Drivers 
asked me to organize a MG-meeting in the Dolomites/SouthTyrol, my home country. Because I 
have had organized more then one meeting for the FIAT 850 Spider Driver, I have enough ex-
perience and contacts and so it should be no problem to do the job. I agreed with the project. 
Like all my past meetings these meeting will be advertised internationally, too. I would be very 
glad to welcome numerous MG-Drivers with their wonderful cars from all over the world.   
  
  

  Yours sincerely 

 

Christian Bianco 

 

Dr. Christian Bianco 
Postfach 02 

I – 39018 Terlan / Südtirol 
(Italy) 

 

Email   =  christian@discohustle.info 
Handy  = +39 338 314 67 79 
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Regulation 
                             

01) Place and Date 
The meeting will be hold from 24th until 27th October 2013 in the Dolomites/SouthTyrol.                                              

 

02) Deadline for registration                           
The deadline for registration is the 29th May 2013. After the deadline no nominations will be 
accepted. 

                                                            

03) Program 
24.10.2013 = 14.30 o'clock Welcome Cocktail, a special surprise, the evening free for  
     yourself. 
25.10.2013 = big journey in the Dolomites, in the evening "Törggelen" 
      ("Törggelen" = special southtyrolean Dinner which is served only in autumn) 
26.10.2013 = journey over 4 pass, in the evening Gala event with surprise 
27.10.2013 = 09.00 o'clock - Goodbye 

                                                                      

04) Prizes                                                       
The following prizes are projected for: 
 

 - the three winners; 
 - the participant who has made the longest way; 
 - the oldest participant; 
 - the oldest car; 
 - the youngest car; 
 

 A special prizes is projected fort he club with the most participants!  



 

 

05) Character of the event 
The meeting is a tourist-tour. We made no special trials with the cars. 
  
 

06) Cars which are accepted                         
All "MG" cars which were build between 1924 and 2005 and are regular licensed for the 
road-traffic, are accepted. 
 

                                                                       

07) Traffic-attitude 
No road is closed! The drivers have to observe strictly the Highway Code! 

                                                                       
 

08) Rights of the organizer 
The organizer has the subject to the meeting slightly without notice or to cancel it. He has 
the right to issue some regulations which will be obligatory like this regulation.  

 
                 
                                                       

09) Liability                                                            
In case of Veteran Car - meetings it isn't use to made protests, so we can not accept them.  
The course of law is out of the question. The organizer of the meeting declines each liability 
for each type of damage versus the drivers, driver's mate, competitors and participants. This 
is valid before, during and after the meeting. That is the reason why each person partici-
pates on the meeting at their own risk. They are responsible under civil and penal law for 
each kind of damage which is caused by themselves or by their cars. In case of a damage 
which happens in connection with the meeting, the participants renounce for themselves 
and their family at the right to call up a law-court, at any type of minor offence or recourse  
against the organizer, the club and his members, authorities, voluntary helpers and all types 
of people which are connected with the meeting.          

                                                                       
 
 

10) Acceptance of the Regulation                                             
With the sending in of the signed nomination the participant declares to know the whole 
regulation and to accept it without cuts. 

      
                                                                  
 

11) Nomination                                                          
The subscribed nominations are only valid if the participants-fees are paid at the same time. 
It is possible for the organizer to refuse the nominations without specifications.                                                         

 
                                                    

12) Fees                                                           
The fees are a contribution for the charges and a forfeit.  
The organizer refunds them only if he cancels the meeting or if he refuses a nomination.                                                   

 
 



 

 

13) Costs 
The fee amounts 383,-- Euro pro Person and include the following goods and services: 
 

-) Overnight stay and breakfast from 24th to 27th October 2013 
   (Three nights in double room) 
-) Welcome Cocktail and special surprise 
-) lunch during the big journey in the Dolomites (except for drinks!) 
-) Törggelen after the big journey through the Dolomites 
   (The first drink is included!) 
-) lunch during the 4 pass journey; (except for drinks!) 
-) Dinner and Gala event after the 4 pass journey (except for drinks!) 
-) Gifts, brochures that you will receive during the Welcome cocktail; 

 

It is NOT included: 
 

The additionally dinner of the 24.10.2013 
 
The additionally costs or price surcharges that emerge from the personally needs of a par-
ticipants must be paid by himself.  

                                                                       
 

14) Nomination and remittance                                      
The nominations and the transfer of the fees have to be done before the deadline to the or-
ganizer.  
 
=) My contacts: 
 Email   = christian@discohustle.info 
 Handy    = +39 338 314 67 79 
 Address 
  Christian Bianco 
  Postfach 02 
  I - 39018 Terlan Südtirol 
              (Italy) 
 
=) Bank details: 

Name   = Christian Bianco 
Bank   = Volksbank Südtirol - Bozen 
IBAN   = IT 10N 05856 116010 5057 1042266 
BIC   = BPAAIT2B050 
Code word = 1st MG Meeting in the Dolomites 

 

 
With gentle collaboration: 
 

 
                                                                       



1st MG Meeting in the Dolomites 

1
st

 MG - Meeting in the Dolomites 
24th – 27th October 2013 

 

N o m i n a t i o n 
 

Driver  

Name   = 

Surname  = 

Address  = 

Postal code/City = 

Birthday   = 

Phone   = 

Email   = 

Member in the Club = 

Function in the Club= 

 

Passenger  

Name   = 

Surname  = 

Address  = 

Postal code/City = 

Birthday  = 

Phone   = 

Email   = 

 

Vehicle  

Producer   =   MG 

Type    = 

Year of the manufacture = 

Number plate   = 

VIN number   = 

colour    = 

 
I have remit 383,-- Euro pro person to your bank 
account. 
I confirm to know the regulation and that I accept it 
in all its parts. 
 
 
DATE ___________ 
 
 
 Signature ________________________ 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


